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seems to decrease with increasing Re.

At Re above 40, waves are highly unstable in the face of 3-D perturbations of smaller

spanwise intervals of Az,ndl ... 2 cm, and continuously evolve transverse wavefront modulations.

The wavefronts show sinusoidal shapes with small amplitudes at the first stage. Curves bulging

downward on the sinusoids then continuously expand into horseshoe-shapes while those

bulging upward flatten out and then reduce the widths of the flat parts (Figure 7d). Finally, the

horseshoes extend their legs and split the legs off the flat parts, which disintegrate into clusters

of dimples. The horseshoes keep holding the teardrop-hump/capillary-ripple structures (Figures

7d, 7e and 9). When spanwise perturbations of Az,ndl = 1 cm are imposed on the film flow at Re

... 90, the downward curves at 2-cm intervals on the wavefronts grow more rapidly, developing

into horseshoes at 2-cm intervals associated with the disintegration of slowly growing curves

between the horseshoes into the dimples (Figure 7e). At larger Re, the downward curves at I-cm

intervals grow so rapidly that horseshoes occur at random intervals of 1 cm, 2 cm, or values in

between. These observations show that the fastest growing transverse wavelength is somewhere

near 2 cm at Re above 40, and it slightly decreases with increasing Re.

At Re near and below 40, the sinusoidal wavefront modulations are followed by the evolution

of curves bulging downward, with upward curves flattening out between the downward curves

(Figure 7c). The evolution of the downward curves then becomes saturated and the waves travel

downstream in a quasi-stationary state, showing that deformations of the wavefronts are limited

to low levels.

This surface waves behavior changes with the frequency of the imposed perturbations.

High-frequency perturbations excite closely packed waves and cause them to transfonn into

highly 3-D solitary waves with large separations after complex interactions and coalescence. At

very low frequencies, the waves are excited by large separations, and a new wave rapidly

develops between the former waves. Then complex interactions and coalescence occur between

the fonner and the latter, causing highly 3-D wavefront patterns. The wave behaviors described

in this article are observed at the frequencies where waves are excited to have mostly

separations of Ahmp = 2-5 cm. Naturally occurring 3-D waves seem to have comparable

wavelengths after wave coalescence events (Figure 6).

Chang and Demekhin (2002) carried out a preliminary stability analysis and numerical

experiments in a wide range of Re by solving the 3-D generalized Kuramoto-Sivashinsky

equation, and presented four wave dynamics regimes. The second and third wave regimes seem



to predict the previously mentioned experimental observations of 3-D wave behaviors. At the

Re range of the second regime, 2-D humps develop transverse modulations to some limiting

levels without disintegration, whereas the disintegrations of humps into disconnected 3-D

humps, or scallop waves, occur at larger Re in the third regime.

Transverse propagation ofwavefront modulation

A single positive perturbation causes a single curve to bulge downward on every 2-D

wavefront. This curve then increases in its spanwise width, but not in its height, to induce a

gentle modulation with large transverse wavelengths of Az .... 4 cm at Re near 20 or smaller

(Figure 8a). The modulations propagate transversely on wavefronts in different behaviors at Re

above 20 (Figure 8b). Two curves appear on the both sides of the first one excited by the

perturbation, and then two more appear on the sides of the second ones. All curves eventually

evolve into horseshoes at intervals of about 1.5-2.0 cm at Re above 40, but the evolution of the

curves saturates at Re near 40 or smaller.

A single negative perturbation excites a single bend of the wavefront, followed by the flat top

of the bend expanding horizontally at Re near 20 or smaller (Figure 8c). The expansion of the

flat top is soon saturated at Re near 40. At Re above 40, the bend with the short flat top

accompanies the growth of the downward curves on both sides, coupled with the eventual

splitting of the flat top off the two curves. This expansion of the flat part indicates that the

waves are not unstable in the face of this single-point perturbation at Re near 20 or smaller.

Structure ofhorseshoe and partial wave disintegration

Horseshoes have gently curving heads that extend oblique legs to short distances upward at

Re near 40. However, they demonstrate increase in the head curvatures and elongation of

oblique legs to greater distances at a larger Re, as shown in Figure 9. The horseshoes have

teardrop-hump/capillary-ripple structures throughout their wavefronts even after they increase

the curvatures of the heads and extend the long oblique legs. The horseshoe speed, c, is

calculated to be a multiple of the constant frequency, f, and the separation Anmp between the

humps, and variations of the separation Ahmp, which represent variations of the speed c, are

shown in Figure 10. The horseshoe heads and the flat parts between them first accelerate to the

maxima as the horseshoes are growing, and then gradually decelerate as the horseshoes split off

the flat parts that disintegrate into dimples. The heads accelerate faster than the flat parts, which



Fig. 8. Shadow images of waves excited with single positive (a, b) or negative (c, d) spatial
perturbations and time-periodic perturbations.

a Re=50.1 b Re=88.6

Fig. 9. Blow-up images of horseshoe-shaped waves and wave
disintegrations into dimples between the horseshoes at Az,ndl =2 cm.
Dark horseshoe-shaped strips represent valleys of capillary ripples, and
clusters of dark spots represent the dimples.



increase the difference in speed between the heads and the flat parts, and the maximum speeds

of the heads are slightly higher than those of the fully developed 2-D humps, whereas the flat

parts have slightly lower speeds. The heads decelerate to speeds that are slightly lower than

those of the 2-D humps. The speeds of the horseshoes increase with Re for the constant

separations, and they mostly fall between the speeds of the 2-D humps at Ahmp = 3 em and 5 em

(Figure 11). The head curvature of the horseshoe also increases with Re, and therefore the

radius of the head decreases with the speed (Figure 12). Thus, the horseshoes with higher

speeds have a greater number of preceding capillary ripples of the smaller wavelengths and

larger curvature heads.

Each horseshoe-shaped teardrop hump forms leading capillary ripples that curve along the

hump (Figure 9). The capillary ripples are most closely packed in front of the head of the

teardrop hump, and the wavelengths of the ripples increase as the wavefront inclination, 0,

increases with distances along the hump from the center of the head toward the ends of the legs.

The wavelength of capillary ripples is inversely proportional to cosO, as shown in Figure 13,

where 0 is the angle between the normal to the curving wavefront and the vertical (see Figure 9).

The linear increase in the capillary ripple's wavelength with 1/cosO is explained as the

following by invoking the theoretical correlation of capillary waves on shallow water (Dias and

Kharif, 1999), which shows that the wavelength is inversely proportional to the propagation

velocity when the water depth is smaller than the wavelength. A horseshoe-shaped hump travels

in the vertical direction at a speed c, and its steep front is sufficiently large to form capillary

ripples on the thin residual film behind the leading hump. The hump looks as if it pushes the

ripples (Brauer, 1956). Unlike the hump, the capillary ripples are wave and are not

mass-carrying, and therefore two oblique ripples cause interference that produces checkerboard

patterns on substrate films between neighboring horseshoes (Figure 9), where valleys and crests

of the ripples are, respectively, deepened and raised at their intersections. The capillary ripples

propagate in a directions that is perpendicular to their wavefronts, that is, the directions of

angles, 0, with the vertical, though they are pushed in the vertical direction at the speed, c, of

the horseshoe. As a result, the propagation velocity of the capillary ripples is calculated to be a

multiple of c and cosO. The depth of the substrate film is smaller than the wavelength of the

ripples, as shown in Figure 2, and finally the theoretical correlation (Dias and Kharif, 1999) can

be applied to the capillary ripples of the horseshoe to derive the linear increase in the ripple's

wavelength with 1/cosO.
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Interference also occurs between the flat capillary ripple and two oblique capillary ripples,

respectively, that precede the flat part and the horseshoe legs (Figure 9). When the flat parts are

not too short, dimples appear on the deepest valleys of the flat parts due to the capillary

instability (described in the next subsection), which is associated with the wave interference

(Figure 9b). The resulting clusters of dimples decelerate and split off the horseshoe legs (Figure

8d). Then the teardrop hump of the short flat wavefront and the preceding dimples gradually

diminish, some of them fading away before the upstream hump catches up with them. At Re

near 70 or larger, the capillary instability is so intense that the flat deepest valleys disintegrate

into rows of dimples, releasing a few dimples from both ends of each row (Figure 9b). When

the flat parts are short, such dimples do not appear on the deepest flat valleys (Figure 9a).

Instead, the widths of the flat parts decrease.

The horseshoe shadows show that sharply slanting legs still hold teardrop-hump/capillary

ripple structures, but the legs form lighter strips on the screen, since the amplitudes of the

capillary ripples and the heights of the hump peaks are much smaller than those of their head

parts. The peak height of a teardrop hump monotonously decreases with the distance along its

wavefront from the center of the head to the ends of the two legs. Teardrop humps of larger

peaks form deeper valleys in front of the peaks as well as larger numbers of leading capillary

ripples (Figure 9).

Capillary instability on deep valley

Dimples also appear on the deepest horizontal valleys in front of the teardrop humps at Re

above 50, as shown in Figure 14. When only the temporal perturbations are imposed but the

spanwise perturbations are not, transverse wavefront modulations start to grow later. At the

final stage of 2-D wave development, dimples appear at nearly constant intervals on the deepest

valleys, and then quickly spread throughout the valleys before transverse wavefront

modulations become significant. Mterwards, the wavefronts increase the transverse modulation

that develops into horseshoes at irregular transverse intervals and irregular growth rates, since

spatial perturbations can originate from minute defects in the channel discharging the film and

trigger the horseshoes. The dimples disappear on the curving heads of horseshoes, whereas they

survive or are intensified on the horseshoe legs and on the flat parts between the horseshoes.

The flat parts eventually split off from the horseshoes and disintegrate into dimples.

The valleys in front of teardrop humps deepen to form large surface curvatures at their



Re=62.0, f=15.0Hz

Fig. 14. Shadow images of waves excited with time-periodic
perturbations and of dimples appearing on two-dimensional deep valleys.
The snapshot captures the films atx=4.6-21.1 em, and the bar is 2 em long.



bottoms, which causes liquid-side negative pressure to build up due to capillary force, resulting

in the occurrence of a new instability. This instability is basically the same as the capillary

instability observed with cylindrical soap films and cylindrical liquid streams that demonstrate

necking at constant wavelengths and eventual breakup into bubbles and droplets, respectively

(Carroll and Lucassen, 1974). The transverse wavelength, Az,dmp, of this instability, that is, the

intervals between the dimples, is comparable to and in proportion to the streamwise wavelength,

A,pi, of the capillary ripples, as Az,dmp = 1.15A,pI (Figure 15). The fastest growing wavelength of

a cylindrical soap film or a liquid stream is proportional to the radius of the cylinder (Boys,

1959; Rumscheidt and Mason, 1962; Carroll and Lucassen, 1974). The linear relationship

between Az,dmp and A,pi shows that the deepest valleys have radii on their bottoms that are in

proportion to A,pi.

As mentioned earlier, the dimples disappear on the curving horseshoe heads (Figure 14), and

the radii of the horseshoe heads are comparable to the capillary constant of water (=3.8 mm)

(see Figure 12), implying that the curvatures of the heads cause additional capillary pressure

around the deepest valleys in front, which suppresses the capillary instabilities.

Similarities to hairpin vortices

The horseshoe-shaped humps have some similarities to the hairpin vortices developed in the

laminar-turbulent transition regions of the boundary layers on walls. First, the horseshoes are

similar in shape to the hairpin vortices during the early stages of development. Second, the

distance between the two legs of each horseshoe is comparable to the distance between the two

legs of each hairpin vortex. Krist and Zang (1987) constructed the birth of hairpin vortices in

plane Poiseuille flow by analyzing computer simulation data. The top views of their hairpin

vortices are similar in shape to those of the horseshoe-shaped humps presented here, though the

hairpin vortices lift their head up off the wall so their legs make an angle with the wall. A few

reports are available on experimental observations of the distance between the two legs of a

hairpin vortex. Acarlar and Smith (1987) presented visualizations of counterrotating legs of

hairpin vortices in a boundary layer on the wall at a momentum thickness Reynolds number of

Reo =135, and Nishioka et al. (1981) reported measurements of velocity fluctuations caused by

hairpin vortices in plane Poiseuille flow at Reo =667. Their visualizations and measurements

show that the distances between the legs are approximately 1 em. We measured spanwise

distances between horseshoe legs at their ends and found that the distances are in the 0.9 - 1.6
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Fig. 15. Linear relationship between wavelength of capillary instability
Az,dmp and wavelength of capillary ripples Arpl.

The A,.pl is determined by measuring the streamwise distances between the
deepest valley and the next one. The correlation Az,dmp = 1.15A,.pl fits the
experimental data.



cm range. These similarities may just be common characteristics of vortices subjected to

near-wall shear flow, though such similarities disappear during the later stages when the hairpin

vortices continue to grow, extending long streamwise legs, whereas the development of the

horseshoe-shaped humps is limited to much smaller levels due to capillary force. The Re =40,

equal to Reo =8, for the horseshoe humps is much smaller than the Reo for the hairpin vortices,

suggesting that the effects of gravity that destabilize the 2-D humps are significant.

Wave dynamics and the associated mass transfer

It is interesting to note that there are large differences in the dynamics of surface waves

between Re below 40 and above 40, and at the critical value of Re "'" 40, the slope of the Sh Re

curve sharply changes. The waves at Re above 40 are distinguished from the waves at Re below

40 by the development of horseshoe waves and by wave disintegrations between the horseshoes

into dimples. The horseshoes have the teardrop-hump/capillary-ripple structure (Figure 2),

though the peaks of teardrop humps become smaller on the oblique legs of the horseshoes.

Nagasaki et al. (2002) and Miyara (2000) demonstrated that weak vortices occur in teardrop

humps. Yoshimura et al. (1996) showed that the vortices renew the film surface to greatly

increase the mass transfer from the surface into the film, and these renewal effects

monotonously increase with increasing height of the teardrop hump peak. Their findings may

not be limited to 2-D waves as long as surface waves hold teardrop-hump/capillary-ripple

structures. The wave disintegrations between horseshoes destroy the teardrop-hump/capillary

ripple structures, as well as the vortices inside the teardrop humps. At larger Re, the horseshoes

have more sharply curved heads and longer oblique legs where the heights of the teardrop hump

peaks are smaller than those of the heads, indicating that these low-peak teardrop humps hold

vortices of low intensities. The partial destruction of the vortices and the diminishing vortices

along the oblique wavefronts seem to be the main reasons why the slope of Sh Re curve is

much smaller at 40 :$ Re :$ 400 than at Re :$ 40.

Summary and Concluding Remarks

Although it is known that surface waves on falling films eventually become 3-D solitary

waves downstream, their behaviors have not been fully understood. This article attempts to

describe some features of the surface-wave dynamics on liquid films falling down a vertical

plane. The experimental technique of controlling spatiotemporal perturbations allowed surface



waves to develop into 3-D waves at regular behaviors (Figure 7). A transition of the wave

dynamics occurs at Re ... 40. At Re below 40, 2-D waves are stable in the face of transverse

perturbations of short wavelengths, but are unstable to long spanwise perturbations of about 2

cm or larger wavelengths, and develop transverse modulations of their wavefronts up to low

levels (Figures 7a to 7c). At Re above 40, 2-D waves convert their wavefront modulations into a

number of horseshoe-shapes, which afterward cause the waves between the horseshoes to

disintegrate into clusters of dimples (Figures 7d and 7e). The horseshoes continue to hold the

teardrop-hump/ capillary-ripple structures, with teardrop hump peaks decreasing along the

oblique horseshoe legs (Figure 9). The horseshoe-shaped teardrop humps have larger curvature

heads (Figure 12) and longer oblique legs at larger Re. The leading capillary ripples curving

along a horseshoe increase their wavelengths with an increase in the ripple's wavefront

inclination (Figure 13) as predicted by the linear theory of capillary waves on shallow water.

Interference between a flat capillary ripple and two oblique capillary ripples occurs on substrate

films between horseshoes, and capillary instabilities cause dimples on horizontal deep valleys

in front of teardrop humps in the same way that a cylindrical soap film breaks up into a row of

bubbles (Figures 14 and 15). The wave interferences and capillary instabilities cause clusters of

dimples between the horseshoes, which eventually disintegrate and fade away. The

horseshoe-shaped waves are similar in shape and size to hairpin vortices at their birth observed

in the laminar-turbulent transition regions of boundary layers and of Poiseuille flow.

In the absence of controlled perturbations, waves appear on a smooth surface, soon causing

complex interactions and coalescence between adjacent waves that develop into highly 3-D

waves downstream (Figures 1 and 6). The 3-D waves at Re above 40 are distinguished from the

waves at Re below 40 by a large number of horseshoes and dimples, suggesting that the features

of the dynamics are basically the same as those of 3-D waves excited by the controlled

perturbations.

Measurements of gas absorption into a falling film show that surface waves greatly enhance

mass transfer, and that Sh increases with Re with a slope of 1.0 on a log-log scale at Re below

40, whereas the slope sharply decreases at Re ... 40 to be 0.5 in 40 ::5 Re ::5 400 (Figure 4).

Numerical simulations of film flow by Nagasaki et al. (2002) and Miyara (2000), and the

experimental observations of the wave dynamics and the mass transfer by Nosoko et al. (1996)

and Yoshimura et al. (1996) suggest that teardrop humps contain swirls or weak vortices inside

(Figure 2) that greatly enhance the mass transfer from the surfaces into the films. The wave



dynamics mentioned earlier suggest that the initial rapid increase in Sh is spoiled at Re above 40

by the destruction of the vortices between horseshoes and the diminishing vortices in the

oblique horseshoe legs.

Further investigations are required to fully understand the 3-D flow structures in the

horseshoes, including the vortices. Numerical simulation techniques (Nagasaki et aI., 2002) and

velocity profile measurement methods (Karimi and Kawaji, 1998) developed recently seem to

be useful in aiding such an understanding of flow structures.
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